
Welcome to the cutting edge of multidisciplinary valuation. This is the first issue of the 

newsletter that is intended to make your cross-disciplinary valuation work highly credi-

ble and persuasive. Our emphasis will be on partnerships, LLCs, and common tenancy 

interests, but also allocating asset values for a going concern and more on cross-disci-

plinary issues that are controversial and often difficult for appraisers and clients alike. 

One of my objectives is to inspire awesomeness and to provide guidance for “asking the 

right questions in the other discipline’s language,” a significant theme you will see in 

successive newsletters. If you have not already, I invite you to SIGN UP HERE. 

Projecting the Balance Sheet

Multidisciplinary valuation does not invent on its own. It makes use of processes and 

knowledge from each of its constituent disciplines, adapting these for its specific purpose. 

This article is about adapting the well-understood process of projecting the balance sheet 

from business valuation for modeling cash flows for real estate holding companies. I believe 

you will find the discussions of projecting real estate value, working capital, mortgage debt 

and other assets and liabilities interesting and helpful for valuing all types of fractional in-

terests in real estate. READ MORE 

http://eepurl.com/hDMWYv
https://www.primusivs.com/projecting-the-balance-sheet


 

 

  

The Rapid Rise of Real Estate in Transition Planning 
      

Business appraisers have supported clients’ exit/transition planning for operating compa-

nies over many decades. But the great wealth that families hold in real estate assets has 

largely been missed. That’s because you can just sell the real estate and distribute the pro-

ceeds. Problem solved, right? Not by a long shot. This article shows how historic 

circumstances have lead to a moment that is critical to a great many families’ real estate fu-

tures. This spells opportunity for valuers who can add partnership and other real estate 

interests to their current exit/transition-planning business. READ MORE 

  

Parting Thoughts 
      

Valuation practice is about asking the right questions, which we all do based on our own 

training and experience. But multidisciplinary valuation is about asking the right questions 

for which we do not have the necessary training and experience. Real solutions to the prob-

lem of “asking the right questions” will be coming in subsequent newsletters.  

if you have missed any past newsletters, you may find the last one HERE. Archives for these 

and my other writings and presentations are available to PrimusIVS site members, for which 

you can sign up (free) HERE. 

Stay tuned! 
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